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ABSTRACT

An enhanced telephony (ET) computer user interface that
Seamlessly integrates features of a personal computer (PC)
and a telephone into a coherent user interface. The user is
provided with a rich variety of functionality that leverages
the fact that the PC has considerably more processing power
and greater access to variety of data than the ordinary
telephone. This processing power and data access is used to
the user's advantage as the telephone's capabilities and
functionality are greatly expanded. In general, the ET user
interface includes a plurality of environments for the user to
choose. These environments include a My Contacts envi
ronment, a communication preferences environment, and a
Call History environment. Each of these environments con
tains certain available processes and features for controlling
and managing telephones.
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ENHANCED TELEPHONY COMPUTER USER
INTERFACE ALLOWING USER INTERACTION
AND CONTROL OF A TELEPHONE USINGA
PERSONAL COMPUTER
TECHNICAL FIELD

0001. This invention relates in general to integrated com
puter telephony and in particular to an enhanced telephony
computer user interface that allows a user to control and
manage a telephone from a personal computer while Seam
lessly integrating telephone and personal computer features
to provide a rich user-controlled telephone management
System and method.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Personal computers and telephones are two indis
pensable devices in modern life. Personal computers (PCs)
and telephones both provide the ability to communicate
instantaneously with others virtually anywhere in the world.
In addition, PCs have revolutionized modern Society with
their ability to process information and data and to provide
a user interaction with this information and data. PCs also

have the capability to control other devices. This capability,
for example, allows a user to remotely control the peripheral
device through a user interface, often graphical user inter
faces. Even though the PC and telephone often exist in the
Same room, however, there currently exist few attempts to
provide a useful integration of the two devices that takes full
advantage of their strengths.
0003. There have been many attempts at integrating the
telephone with the personal computer, but with little market
Success. These failures are due to in part to problems with
the product design including, for example, poor user inter
face design, the need for expensive additional hardware, and
unrealistic user expectations. In addition, these products do
not allow a user to access a telephone from a location
different from the physical location of the telephone.
0004 One product example is the Microsoft(R) Phone,
which was included in

Microsoft Windows(E) 95.

Microsoft(R) Phone is a software-only speakerphone and
answering machine that allowed a user to use their computer
as a speakerphone. The Microsoft(R) Phone, however,

required that the computer always be on (which was an
unrealistic expectation in the Windows(R 95 era) and was an

expensive added feature to Windows(R 95 because it
required additional hardware. Moreover, the Microsoft(R)
Phone has limited functionality.
0005 Another product example that attempts to integrate
the telephone with the personal computer is the IBM(R)
Realphone. The IBM(R) Realphone is a telephone-dialing
program that is modeled after a Standard busineSS telephone.
The Realphone interface is a picture of the busineSS tele
phone on the display. One problem, however, is that the
advantageous Synergies of the telephone and the computer
are not merged. For example, the interface requires a user to

use an input device (Such as a mouse) to press the telephone

keypad on the Screen and dial a desired telephone number,
as one would dial a real telephone. However, this type of
interface is difficult, laborious and time-consuming for a
USC.

0006 There has been more product success with inte
grating the telephone and the computer in the call center

environment. For example, the call center environment

(Such as customer Support and telemarketing centers) often
includes Software applications that provide telephone infor

mation Such as a phone queue display (the order of callers
in a queue), a display of how many calls are waiting, and the

ability to route calls to representatives. These Software
applications are designed for the customer Service audience,
however, and there is little or no attempt to meet the need of
the private user or provide a user-friendly integration of the
physical telephone and the Software interface. For the call
center audience, a priority is to increasing call throughput
and quickly assigning calls in the queue, while the user
experience is not. Moreover, telephony applications for the
call center environment lack functionality and control fea
tures needed by an end-user that are critical for a high
quality user experience.

0007. Therefore, there exists a need for a user interface
allowing a user to Seamlessly interact with a telephone using
a personal computer. The user interface needed should
provide a user with a rich variety of functionality and take
advantage of the processing power of the computer to
enhance a telephone's capabilities. Moreover, the user inter
face needed should provide a tight coupling between the
personal computer and the telephone Such that a user is
unaware of any division between the two.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0008. The invention disclosed herein includes a computer

user interface that integrates features of a personal computer

(PC) and a telephone into a coherent enhanced telephony
(ET) user interface. The ET user interface resides on a

personal computer and facilitates user control of all tele
phone functions using the processing power of a personal
computer. More than this, however, the ET user interface
includes features that are only made possible by the use of
a PC merged into a telecommunications environment.
0009. The ET user interface overcomes problems with
prior attempts to integrate the PC and the telephone. Spe
cifically, the user is provided with a rich variety of func
tionality that leverages the fact that the PC has considerably
more processing power and greater access to variety of data
than the ordinary telephone. This processing power and data
acceSS is used to the user's advantage as the telephone's
capabilities and functionality are greatly expanded. More
over, the ET user interface provides a tight coupling between
the personal computer and the telephone Such that a user is
unaware of any division between the two. This seamless
integration, along with enhanced functionality, greatly Sim
plifies and improves the user experience.
0010. The user can be at a different physical location
from the telephone and still be able to control the telephone
using the ET user interface. The only requirement is that the
ET user interface and the telephone be network connected.
Thus, the user, as long as he has access to the network, can
control the telephone from virtually anywhere.
0011. The ET user interface is designed to operate in both
a telecommunications and computer environment, either in
an enterprise or home Setting. For example, in the typical
enterprise Setting, the enterprise owns the telephone equip
ment tied to the public telephone lines and employees have
access to a corporate computer network. In another example,
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in the typical home Setting the user has calendar and address
book data on his PC and has access to a public telephone
network.

0012. The ET user interface is designed to control and
manage a single telephone or multiple telephones, including
cellular phones, cordless phones, and deskphone. Moreover,
these phones can be located at different locations, Such as a
mobile phone, a home phone and a work phone. The ET user
interface also allows the telephone to be used as an intercom
and to provide wakeup calls and meeting reminders.
0013 In general, the ET user interface includes a plural
ity of environments for the user to choose. These environ
ments include a My Contacts environment, a communica
tion preferences environment, and a Call History
environment. Each of these environments contains certain

available processes and features for controlling and manag
ing telephones. The processes include actions and collabo
rations relevant to a contact, a telephone, or both. The
features and processes are integrated with databases linked

to the interface Such that information about contacts (such as
persons and entities) can be obtained from multiple Sources

and merged into a Single accessible entry.
0.014. The ET user interface includes an environment
region, a proceSS region, and an activity region. In addition,
the interface includes a call Status region that keeps a user
informed as to a status of controlled telephones. The My
Contacts environment includes processes that allow the user
to initiate, terminate and control both incoming and outgo
ing calls from the PC with a minimum of effort. A favorites
feature give the user access to his most popular perSons to
call, based on a popularity criteria. A Search feature allows

a user to Search linked databases (such as, for example,
corporate and personal address books) for desired informa
tion. In addition, the Search can be limited to a specific
database, Such as from the Outlook application running on
the PC.

0.015 The My Contacts environment includes features to
enhance placing a call. In particular, when a call is placed the
user receives both Visual and audio cues that keep the user
informed of the progreSS of the call. Once in the call, a call
window appears containing detailed information about the
perSon at the other end of the line and links to previous
information associated with that perSon. For example, any
documents opened during previous conversations with the
perSon or e-mails received from him are listed in the call
window Such that the user can retrieve them by clicking. An
advanced call camp feature allows the ET user interface to
notify the user when a perSon becomes available if the

person was previously unavailable (Such as when the per
son's line was initially busy). Moreover, the advanced call

camp feature can be integrated with the person's calendar to
provide the user with the best time to call the person.
0016. The My Contacts environment includes call trans
fer and conference calling processes. The user can initiate a
conference call while in a telephone conversation by merely
clicking a button in the interface. Visual and audio cues,
from both the PC and the telephone, are used to keep the user
informed as to the progress of the establishment of the
conference call. In addition, a Synthetic voice can be used to
automatically inform perSons being called for the conference
call to Stand by until all perSons have joined the call.
0.017. The user is notified of incoming calls both visually
and audibly. In Visual terms, an incoming call notification
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window appears on the user's desktop to Signal an incoming
call. If the telephone System includes caller identification,
the caller's telephone number can be matched to detailed
information about the caller from the linked databases. This

information then is displayed in the window. The window
can also include the calendar of the caller, So that the user
can better decide whether to answer the call. In audio terms,

rich ring tones available from sound files played on the PC
can Signal an incoming call. These Sound files can be
caller-specific, Such that the user can identify from the ring
tone who is calling. The incoming call notification window
also includes a quick transfer button. This button enables the
user to transfer an incoming call to the user's present
location, Such as the user's cellphone, when the user is away
from the telephone being called.
0018. Another incoming call feature is an unknown con
tact conversion feature. This feature converts unknown

contacts into known contacts using a variety of Sources.
Thus, if an incoming call is received from an unknown caller

(one who is not in the linked databases), then ET user
interface obtains and provides as much information as it can
find about the unknown caller in an attempt to determine the
identity of the caller. By way of example, the unknown

contact conversion feature can obtain the unknown caller's

geographic location based on the area code of the caller. AS
another example, the feature can access public Internet Sites
to perform a Search to find online the person associated with
the telephone number. Alternatively, the user can provide a
name for the unknown caller. Once the unknown caller's

identity is determined, the information is Saved in the linked
databaseS Such that the next time the caller calls his identity
will be known.

0019. Another feature of the My Contacts environment is
a call forwarding feature that forwards incoming calls to
other telephones under certain conditions. These conditions
can be specified by the user. In the event that an incoming
call is missed and the caller does not leave voice mail, the

ET user interface can notify the user (Such as by an e-mail
notification) that the call has been missed. The missed call

e-mail notification can also contain detailed information

about the caller, including the caller's calendar So that the
user can determine the best time to reach the caller.

0020 While in a call, several features enable the user to
have a richer user experience with the telephone and PC
combination. A Screen sharing feature allows the user to
share the contents of the user's computer Screen with a
caller. A PC audio feature adjusts parameters on the PC
based on telephone usage. For example, if the user is
listening to a Sound file on the PC and receives an incoming
call, the sound on the PC is automatically muted or slowly
lowered and the Sound file is paused. Upon termination of
the call, the parameters are returned to their previous Set
tings.
0021. A notes feature allows a user to create call notes
while in a call. The notes can have headers intelligently
created to aid in indexing, Searching and later lookup. The
headers contain information about the notes and the call,

Such as the call time, Subject, and parties involved in the call.
The headers can be call-centric, which means they are
asSociated with a specific call, or perSon-specific, which
means they are associated with a particular perSon. Headers
can be created by integrating information from the linked
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databases to the notes. For example, calendar information
can be used to determine the purpose of the call, and based
on this information headers generated for notes created
during that time period.
0022. The My Call History environment provides the
user with access to a history of call activity. Items Such as
incoming call logs, Outgoing call logs, missed calls, and So
forth, can be recorded in the call history. From this infor
mation, the call history environment can provide a Statistical
Summary of call usage. Moreover, the ET user interface
provides the user with the capability to dial directly a
telephone number in the call history list or Statistical Sum
mary.

0023 The communication preferences environment pro
vides a user with a way to notify others of the user's contact
preferences. Thus, if a user prefers to be contacted by e-mail,
this information can be contained within the contact infor

mation for the user or relayed to others by means of a icon.
In addition, the communication preferences environment
allows a user to create groups containing perSons or entities
and assign group-specific rules. For example, these rules can
be rules for call forwarding and assigning a specific ring tone
to the group. Further, the rules can be based on the calendar
of each of the group members. The ET user interface also
provides the user with the ability to obtain and change
Settings remotely. For example, the user could be notified by
e-mail of the current Settings for the ET user interface and
then change these Settings by Sending a return e-mail con
taining the new Settings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0024. The present invention can be further understood by
reference to the following description and attached drawings
that illustrate aspects of the invention. Other features and
advantages will be apparent from the following detailed
description of the invention, taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, which illustrate, by way of
example, the principles of the present invention.
0.025 Referring now to the drawings in which like ref
erence numbers represent corresponding parts throughout:
0.026 FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a suitable com
puting system environment 200 in which the enhanced
telephony (ET) user interface may reside.
0027 FIG. 2A illustrates a first implementation of the ET
user interface incorporated into the computing and telephone
environments where a telephone is not connected directly to
a computing device.
0028 FIG. 2B illustrates a second implementation of the
ET user interface incorporated into the computing and
telephone environments where the telephone and the com
puting device are connected.
0029 FIG. 3 is a general block diagram illustrating the
different Sources of information for the ET user interface
shown in FIGS. 2A and B.

0030 FIG. 4 illustrates a general overview of the ET user
interface shown in FIGS. 2A, 2B and 3.

0031

FIG. 5 illustrates the My Contacts environment of

the ET user interface.
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0032 FIG. 6 illustrates the search feature tab contained
in the My Contacts environment shown in FIG. 5.
0033 FIG. 7 illustrates the dialpad feature tab contained
in the My Contacts environment shown in FIG. 5.
0034 FIG. 8 illustrates the ET user interface as an
outgoing call is initiated by a user.
0035 FIG. 9 illustrates the ET user interface during after
the call initiated in FIG. 8 has been established.

0036 FIG. 10 illustrates the ET user interface during an
establishment of a conference call by a user.
0037 FIG. 11 illustrates the ET user interface providing
the user with a choice of contacts to conference in after the

user request shown in FIG. 10.
0038 FIG. 12 illustrates the cues used by the ET user
interface to update the user on the Status of the conference
call shown in FIGS. 10 and 11.

0039

FIG. 13 illustrates the ET user interface during a

conference call that includes two callers.

0040 FIG. 14 illustrates the ET user interface during an
incoming call.
0041 FIG. 15 illustrates the ET user interface during a
quick transfer of the incoming call shown in FIG. 14.

0042 FIG. 16 illustrates an example of an e-mail noti

fication Sent by the ET user interface notifying a user of a
missed call.

0043 FIG. 17 illustrates an example of an e-mail noti
fication for an unknown caller.

0044 FIG. 18 illustrates an example of the Call History
environment.

004.5 FIG. 19 illustrates the settings process in the
communication preferences environment of the ET user
interface.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

0046. In the following description of the invention, ref
erence is made to the accompanying drawings, which form
a part thereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration
a specific example whereby the invention may be practiced.
It is to be understood that other embodiments may be
utilized and Structural changes may be made without depart
ing from the Scope of the present invention.
I. Introduction

0047. Despite the importance of the telephone and per
Sonal computer in most people's everyday lives, the two
remain largely disconnected from each other. Although
certain Specialized applications exist that link the two
devices for use in areas Such as telemarketing and customer
Service centers, the application for personal use has

remained essentially ignored. The enhanced telephony (ET)

user interface telephone brings computer-telephony to the
personal computer desktop to provide a user with a rich
interactive experience that integrates computer and tele
phony features for general use.
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Environment

variety of bus architectures. By way of example, and not
limitation, Such architectures include Industry Standard

0.048. The ET user interface is designed to operate in a
combined telecommunications and computer environment.
In particular, the ET user interface resides on a computing
device. Using the peripheral devices of the computing

Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro Channel Architecture (MCA)
bus, Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus, Video Electronics Standards
Association (VESA) local bus, and Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) bus also known as Mezzanine bus.
0053. The computer 110 typically includes a variety of

II. Enhanced Telephony (ET) User Interface

device, a user is able to obtain visual and audio information

from the ET user interface about telephones in communi
cation with the computing device. By way of example and
not limitation, a peripheral devices Such as a display device
and Speakers may be connected to the computing device
Such that the ET user interface informs the user about the

telephones in an audible manner (via the Speakers) and in a
Visual manner (via the display device).
0049. The following discussion is intended to provide a

brief, general description of a Suitable computing environ
ment in which the ET user interface may be implemented.
FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a Suitable computing System
environment 100 in which the ET user interface may reside.
The computing system environment 100 is only one
example of a Suitable computing environment and is not
intended to Suggest any limitation as to the Scope of use or
functionality of the invention. Neither should the computing
environment 100 be interpreted as having any dependency
or requirement relating to any one or combination of com
ponents illustrated in the exemplary operating environment
100.

0050. The ET user interface is operational with numerous

other general purpose or Special purpose computing System
environments or configurations. Examples of well known
computing Systems, environments, and/or configurations
that may be suitable for use with the ET user interface
include, but are not limited to, personal computers, Server
computers, hand-held, laptop or mobile computer or com
munications devices Such as cell phones, PDAS, merged cell
phones and PDAS, multiprocessor Systems, microprocessor
based Systems, Set top boxes, programmable consumer elec
tronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe comput
ers, distributed computing environments that include any of
the above Systems or devices, and the like.
0051) The ET user interface may be described in the
general context of computer-executable instructions, Such as
program modules, being executed by a computer. Generally,
program modules include routines, programs, objects, com
ponents, data Structures, etc., that perform particular tasks or
implement particular abstract data types. The ET user inter
face may also be practiced in distributed computing envi
ronments where tasks are performed by remote processing
devices that are linked through a communications network.
In a distributed computing environment, program modules
may be located in both local and remote computer Storage
media including memory Storage devices. With reference to
FIG. 1, an exemplary system for implementing the ET user
interface includes a general-purpose computing device in the
form of a computer 110.
0.052 Components of the computer 110 may include, but
are not limited to, a processing unit 120, a System memory
130, and a system bus 121 that couples various system
components including the System memory to the processing
unit 120. The system bus 121 may be any of several types
of bus Structures including a memory bus or memory
controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a

computer readable media. Computer readable media can be
any available media that can be accessed by the computer
110 and includes both volatile and nonvolatile media,

removable and non-removable media. By way of example,
and not limitation, computer readable media may comprise
computer Storage media and communication media. Com
puter Storage media includes Volatile and nonvolatile remov
able and non-removable media implemented in any method
or technology for Storage of information Such as computer
readable instructions, data structures, program modules or
other data.

0054 Computer storage media includes, but is not lim
ited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other
memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks

(DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes,

magnetic tape, magnetic disk Storage or other magnetic
Storage devices, or any other medium which can be used to
Store the desired information and which can be accessed by
the computer 110. Communication media typically embod
ies computer readable instructions, data structures, program
modules or other data in a modulated data Signal Such as a
carrier wave or other transport mechanism and includes any
information delivery media.
0055. Note that the term “modulated data signal” means
a signal that has one or more of its characteristics Set or
changed in Such a manner as to encode information in the
Signal. By way of example, and not limitation, communi
cation media includes wired media Such as a wired network

or direct-wired connection, and wireleSS media Such as
acoustic, RF, infrared and other wireleSS media. Combina

tions of any of the above should also be included within the
Scope of computer readable media.
0056. The system memory 130 includes computer stor
age media in the form of Volatile and/or nonvolatile memory

such as read only memory (ROM) 131 and random access
memory (RAM) 132. A basic input/output system 133
(BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer
information between elements within the computer 110,
such as during start-up, is typically stored in ROM 131.
RAM 132 typically contains data and/or program modules
that are immediately accessible to and/or presently being
operated on by processing unit 120. By way of example, and
not limitation, FIG. 1 illustrates operating system 134,
application programs 135, other program modules 136, and
program data 137.
0057 The computer 110 may also include other remov
able/non-removable, Volatile/nonvolatile computer Storage
media. By way of example only, FIG. 1 illustrates a hard
disk drive 141 that reads from or writes to non-removable,

nonvolatile magnetic media, a magnetic disk drive 151 that
reads from or writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic
disk 152, and an optical disk drive 155 that reads from or
writes to a removable, nonvolatile optical disk 156 Such as
a CD ROM or other optical media.
0058 Other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvola
tile computer Storage media that can be used in the exem
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plary operating environment include, but are not limited to,
magnetic tape cassettes, flash memory cards, digital versatile
disks, digital video tape, Solid state RAM, Solid state ROM,
and the like. The hard disk drive 141 is typically connected
to the System buS 121 through a non-removable memory
interface such as interface 140, and magnetic disk drive 151
and optical disk drive 155 are typically connected to the
System buS 121 by a removable memory interface, Such as
interface 150.

0059. The drives and their associated computer storage
media discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 1, provide
Storage of computer readable instructions, data Structures,
program modules and other data for the computer 110. In
FIG. 1, for example, hard disk drive 141 is illustrated as
Storing operating System 144, application programs 145,
other program modules 146, and program data 147. Note
that these components can either be the same as or different
from operating System 134, application programs 135, other
program modules 136, and program data 137. Operating
System 144, application programs 145, other program mod
ules 146, and program data 147 are given different numbers
here to illustrate that, at a minimum, they are different
copies. A user may enter commands and information into the
computer 110 through input devices such as a keyboard 162
and pointing device 161, commonly referred to as a mouse,
trackball or touch pad.

0060. Other input devices (not shown) may include a
microphone, joystick, game pad, Satellite dish, Scanner,
radio receiver, or a television or broadcast Video receiver, or

the like. These and other input devices are often connected
to the processing unit 120 through a user input interface 160
that is coupled to the System buS 121, but may be connected
by other interface and bus structures, Such as, for example,

a parallel port, game port or a universal Serial bus (USB). A

monitor 191 or other type of display device is also connected
to the System buS 121 via an interface, Such as a video
interface 190. In addition to the monitor 191, computers may
also include other peripheral output devices Such as Speakers
197 and printer 196, which may be connected through an
output peripheral interface 195.
0061 The computer 110 may operate in a networked
environment using logical connections to one or more
remote computers, Such as a remote computer 180. The
remote computer 180 may be a personal computer, a Server,
a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common
network node, and typically includes many or all of the
elements described above relative to the computer 110,
although only a memory Storage device 181 has been
illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted in

FIG. 1 include a local area network (LAN) 171 and a wide
area network (WAN) 173, but may also include other
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160, or other appropriate mechanism. In a networked envi
ronment, program modules depicted relative to the computer
110, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote
memory Storage device. By way of example, and not limi
tation, FIG. 1 illustrates remote application programs 185 as
residing on memory device 181. It will be appreciated that
the network connections shown are exemplary and other
means of establishing a communications link between the
computerS may be used.
0063. The ET user interface also is designed to operate in
a telecommunications environment. FIGS. 2A and B are

general block diagrams illustrating two possible implemen
tations of the computing and telephone environments. FIG.
2A illustrates a first implementation of the ET user interface
incorporated into the computing and telephone environ
ments where a telephone is not connected directly to a
computing device.
0064. In this first implementation, the ET user interface
200 resides on a user computing device 205. It should be
noted that the computer 110 in FIG. 1 is an example of the
user computing device 205. This user computing device 205
may be any computing device capable of running and
displaying the ET user interface, Such as a PDA, notebook
computer, or desktop computer. The user computing device
205 is connected 210 to a network via a telephony server
215. Once again, the computer 110 in FIG. 1 is an example
of the telephony server 215.

0065 Residing on the telephony server 215 are Com
puter-Telephone Integration (CTI) applications 220. CTI
applications 220 are System that provide control of tele
phones and receive information about their use. In other
words, the CTI applications 220 provide the ability to
control a telephone and the awareness of what the telephone

is doing (Such as knowing when the telephone rings). In this
first implementation, the CTI applications 220 reside on the
telephony Server 215, while in a Second implementation

(described below) the CTI applications 220 reside on the

user computing device 205.
0066. The telephony server 215 is connected 225 to a

private branch exchange (PBX) 230, typically belonging to

an enterprise such as a corporation. The PBX 230, which
usually is located on a company's premises, provides a
connection between a telephone 235 and public telephone
lines. The PBX 230 may also be a central office exchange

Service (centrex), a type of PBX where Switching occurs at
a local telephone Station instead of at the company premises.
In this first implementation, the telephone 235 is not directly
connected to the user computing device 205. Instead, the
telephone 235 is connected into the PBX 230 via a connec

tion 240. The PBX 230 is connected 245 to a certain number

of outside lines on a public Switched telephone network

networkS. Such networking environments are commonplace
in offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and

(PSTN) 250. A user 255, through the ET user interface 200,

the Internet.

device 205.

0062) When used in a LAN networking environment, the
computer 110 is connected to the LAN 171 through a
network interface or adapter 170. When used in a WAN
networking environment, the computer 110 typically
includes a modem 172 or other means for establishing
communications over the WAN 173, Such as the Internet.

The modem 172, which may be internal or external, may be
connected to the System buS 121 via the user input interface

interacts with the telephone 235 and the user computing

0067 FIG. 2B illustrates a second implementation of the
ET user interface incorporated into the computing and
telephone environments where the telephone and the com
puting device are connected. In this Second implementation,
the telephone 235 is directly connected to the user comput
ing device 205 via a wireless or cable connection 260. The
CTI applications 220 reside on the user computing device
205 instead of the telephony server 215. The user computing
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device 205 is either connected 265 to a PSTN (as in a home
Setting) or connected to a PBX (as in an enterprise Setting)

In these cases, the user typically is queried as to whether the
contact found is the same perSon desired and whether the

270. Moreover, the telephone is also connected 270 to either
the PSTN or the PBX 270. In both implementations shown
in FIGS. 2A and B, the user can use a second computing

user wants to overwrite a new phone number found (such as

ing device 205 that is co-located with the telephone 235.

III. Enhanced Telephony (ET) User Interface

device (not shown) to remotely connect to the user comput

Then, user can access the ET user interface 200 from the

Second computing device to transfer incoming calls to

another telephone (Such as a cell phone) at the user's
location.

0068. The ET user interface 200 obtains information
from a variety of Sources. This information then is dissemi
nated to the user 255 using peripheral devices connect to the

user computing device 205 (personal computer, or PC for
Short). For example, visual information is displayed on a

display device and audio information is relayed through
Speakers or headphones. In addition, the ET user interface
200 allows a user to interact with the information through
input devices connected to the PC, Such as a keyboard and
a mouse. In addition, the telephone 235 itself is an input
device, because the ET user interface 200 uses the CTI

applications 220 for awareness of the user's 255 interaction
with the telephone 235.
0069 FIG. 3 is a general block diagram illustrating the
different Sources of information for the ET user interface

200. In general, the ET user interface 200 receives infor
mation 300 from a variety of possible Sources. These Sources
include personal databases 310, enterprise databases 320,
and public databases 330. The personal databases 310

include application-specific databases (Such as e-mail, Out
look, instant messenger, and calendar databases), the enter

prise databases 320 include the hierarchy of the corporation,
corporate addresses, calendar database, and picture data
bases, and the public databases 330 include public Internet
Sites and online telephone bookS. Depending on the nature
of its contents, a database may reside on either the telephony
server 215, the user computing device 205, or both. For
example, personal address books and calendar information

(from the personal databases 310) may reside on the user
computing device 205 (Such as a user's personal computer),
while the corporate hierarchy (from the enterprise databases
320) may reside on the telephony server 215. The informa
tion 300 available to the ET user interface will be discussed
in detail below in the context of features of the invention.

0070 The ET user interface 200 can derive contact

information from the various Sources mentioned above and

merge them into a Single contact. For example, contact
information from the enterprise databases 320, the personal

databases 310 (such as an address book), and the public

databases 330 can yield multiple telephone numbers and
other contact information for a Single contact. This means
that Several contact entries exist, even though each entry
may be the same perSon or entity. The contact information
integration feature incorporates alleviates duplication and
merges all of contact information and entries into a single
contact entry for display in the ET user interface 200.
0071. In some cases a question may arise as to whether
multiple contacts are one in the same perSon or entity. For
example, a contact may be in the corporate databases 320
under his full name but be listed in a user's Outlook address

book (from the personal databases 310) under his nickname.

a new home phone number for a person when his old number

is in one of the databases).
Layout

0072 The ET user interface 200 contains several key
aspects that provide a user with a rich user telephony
experience. Some of these key aspects include the ability to

initiate a call in the ET user interface 200 (click to call) from
appears. Anywhere a contact name (assuming the name can

Virtually anywhere a contact name or telephone number
be associated with a telephone, number in the linked data

bases) or telephone number appears in the ET user interface

200, the user merely clicks on the contact name or number
to initiate a telephone call. This greatly reduces the number
of mouse clicks or keyboard Strokes required to place a call.
Moreover, this click-to-call capability is not limited to
calling a telephone, but can also be expanded to other means
of contacting a perSon, Such as e-mail and instant messenger.
0073. Another key aspect of the ET user interface 200 is

the merging of calendar information (Such as from a user's
personal calendar) and the user's presence status. In general,
the presence Status is any information that helps in under
Standing the user's location at any given time, what the user
is doing, and how a person can contact the user. By way of
example, for a perSon, presence information includes a
perSon's calendar, their instant messenger Status, applica
tions that are currently open on their computer Screen, the
time Since the perSon last moved the mouse or touched the
keyboard, their current physical location, whether they have
their cell phone turned on, whether their deskphone is busy,
and how many people are in their office. All or Some of this
presence information can be displayed in the ET user
interface 200. Thus, based on calendar information, a pres
ence Status of the user is made available to otherS Such that

others are aware of the best time and the best (or preferred)

means of contacting the user. Other key aspects of the ET
user interface 200 include the unique call notification fea
tures available when the user misses an incoming call, and
the unique call routing features that intelligently route an
incoming call based on a user's input or integrated calendar
information.

0074 The key aspects, processes and features of the ET
user interface 200 may be implemented in a variety of ways.
Moreover, the appearance of the interface 200 may vary
drastically between implementations. For example, the
arrangement of different regions may be different, the num
ber of tabs in each regions may vary, and even the names of
the environments, features and proceSS may differ. However,
it should be understood that even though the appearance of
the interface 200 may differ between implementations, the
key aspects, processes and features described herein are Still
within the scope of the invention described herein.
0075. A general description of the layout of the ET user
interface 200 will now be discussed. This is the layout that
a user Sees and interacts with when running the ET user
interface 200 on a computing device. It should be noted that
this is one implementation of the ET user interface 200, and
Several other layouts are possible. In general, the ET user
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interface 200 is divided into regions. These regions will be
discussed with reference to FIG. 4. Subsequent sections of
this paper then will provide a more detailed description of
each of the features that may be included in each region.
0076 FIG. 4 illustrates a general overview of the ET user
interface 200 shown in FIGS. 2A, 2B and 3. In general, a
information 300 is displayed to a user through the ET user
interface 200 and functionality is provide such that the user
can interact with the information 300. Specifically, the ET
user interface 200 includes a main window 400 that is a

standard Microsoft(R) Windows(R window containing a title
bar 410. Below the title bar 410 is an environment region
420 containing buttons for Selecting any number of envi
ronments. It should be noted that although four environment
buttons are shown, more or less may be included in the
environment region 420. By Selecting one of the environ
ment buttons, the user causes the ET user interface 200 to

display certain features, as described below.
0.077 Below the environment region 420 is a call status
region 430. The call status region 430 provides information
about a status of each telephone in communication with the
ET user interface 200. For example, if the user in not in a
call, the call Status region 430 displays a message that States
“Not in a Call”. A process region 440 also is include in the
ET user interface 200. The process region 440 displays the
available processes and allows user Selection of those pro
cesses. Next to the process region 440 is located an activity
region 450. The activity region 450 displays feature tabs 460
that correspond to features available in the environment
Selected by the user. The processes and features are dis
cussed in detail below.
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0082) The My Contacts environment 500 also includes
five features tabs in the activity region 450. Namely, the
Favorites tab 535, the Recently Called tab 540, the Search
tab 545, the Outlook Contacts tab 550, and the Dialpad tab
555. The activity region 450 also includes a search box 560
that uses the search feature 545 to search for a contact. It

should be noted that a variety of other tabs are possible, and
tabs may be added or deleted according to a user's prefer
ences or corporate policy. As shown in FIG. 5, the Favorites
tab 535 has been clicked, so that the activity region 450 also
display entries 565, 570, 575, 580 of favorite contacts. Note
that each entry 565, 570, 575, 580 contains a variety of
information about the contact. A key feature of the ET user
interface 200 is that rich information is available for person
or entity associated with a telephone number. In other words,
more than just a list of telephone numbers is shown for each
entry 565, 570, 575, 580.
0083) Contact Information
0084) Referring to FIG. 5, in the activity region 450 is
shown a list of favorite telephone numbers of the user. Note
that each entry 565, 570, 575, 580 can have an associated

picture (if available), name, title, telephone number, and

office location. The picture may be obtained from the
corporate database, the user may specify the picture, or the
contact can Supply the picture. It should be noted that
although a photograph is shown in FIG. 5, the picture may
be any of graphic or textual material. For example, if the

contact is an entity (Such as a department of the corporation),

the picture may display the department logo. The contact
information also includes other means of reaching the con
tact, Such as a home and cellular telephone number and an
e-mail address.

IV. Feature and Process Details of the ET User
Interface

0078. The details of the features and processes associated
with the ET user interface 200 will now be discussed with

respect to each of the environments.
0079 “My Contacts' Environment
0080. The My Contacts environment provides a user with
an interactive means to manage calls and contacts. This
includes incoming calls, outgoing calls, and provides control
and management feature while in a call. FIG. 5 illustrates
the My Contacts environment of the ET user interface. As
can be seen in FIG. 5, the user has clicked on the My
Contact environment button 500 to display this environ
ment. The other environments also are shown, namely, the
“Bestcom” environment 505, the “My Telephones” environ
ment 510, and the “My Call History” environment 515.
0081. The My Contacts environment 500 includes three
main processes in the process region 440. The Call Control
proceSS 520 provides a user with the initiate, terminate, and
control both incoming and outgoing calls from the PC. The
Person Details process 525 allows the user to obtain detailed
information about a contact. AS explained in detail below,
this information may be obtained from a variety of Sources
and integrated into a Single contact entry. The Collaborate
process 530 provides the user with various ways to get in
touch with a contact, including e-mail and instant messaging

0085. The contact information may also contain a pres
ence Status in addition to or in place of a picture. The
presence Status is any type of indicator that communicates to
the user a status of the contact. For example, the presence
Status indicator may be a “happy face' graphic that is shown
in color when the contact is connected to the corporate
network or sitting at her computer but is grayed-out when
She is not connected or away from her computer. Similar to

instant messaging (IM) services, the presence status pro
vides the user with additional information about the contact.

If the user is on the telephone, the ET user interface 200
knows this and Sets the user's presence Status to “on the
phone”. The ET user interface allows combined PC/IM user
experience by using presence Status and by providing IM
contact information.

0086 The presence status can have different levels
depending on the relationship between the user and the
contact. For example, if the contact is the user's Supervisor,
then richer presence information may be available to the
user than would otherwise be available to others in the

company. These levels may be set either explicitly by the
user and the contact, or implicitly based on corporate
policies.
0087 Contact information may also include access to the
contacts calendar. Of course, the contact would first have to

provide consent to make his calendar available, either to
everyone or to Specific individuals of his choosing. The

(IM). In addition, the Collaborate process 530 allows the

contact's calendar is loaded into the ET user interface 200
Such that the user can determine the contacts location at a

share his Screen with the caller.

Specific time or day. By way of example, assume that the

user to access the Screen sharing feature, where the user can
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user is trying to call a contact. By bringing up the contact in
the ET user interface 200 and viewing his calendar, the user

the ET user interface 200 obtains data about who the user

can determine when the contact is available and the best time
to call.

Structs a list. The top n numbers on the list then are used to
populate the favorites list. The number n may be selected by

0088. The calendar feature can also be linked to the
presence Status to provide additional information about the
contact. For example, if the presence Status indicator com
municates that the contact is away from her computer, the
user can consult the contacts calendar and determine

whether the contact is Scheduled to be in a meeting or on the
telephone.
0089. The contact information includes a map feature that
provides a map to the contacts office location. The map may
be accessed through a link to the corporate database or an
Internet connection. Through the ET user interface 200, the
user is able to enter his location and have the map feature
provide directions to the contacts office. These direction
may be graphical, textual, or both, depending on the user's
preference.
Outgoing Call Features
0090. As shown in FIG. 5, the tabs in the activity region
include a “Favorites” tab 535, a “Recently Called” tab 540,
a “Search” tab 545, an “Outlook Contacts” tab 550, and a

“Dialpad” tab 555. It should be noted that other tabs are
possible, and these tabs are only exemplary examples used
in this implementation. Each of these tabs will now be
discussed in the context of a user performing outgoing
calling.
0091) “Favorites’ Tab
0092. The Favorites feature tab 535 is used to access a
favorites list tailored specifically for a user. When the user

clicks the Favorites tab 535, the favorites list (or a portion
therefore) is shown in the activity region 450 of the ET user

interface 200. In general, the favorites list is a list of the
user's favorite or most popular telephone numbers to call.
The favorites list allows a user to quickly and easily call

frequently-called contacts (similar to an enhanced speed
dial). The popularity of the telephone number can be based

on a number of criteria. By way of example, the criteria may
include the user's calling frequency of the telephone num
ber, how recently a number was called, a relationship

between owner of the telephone number and the user (such
as higher popularity to a user's boss and spouse), and a
user's explicit instructions. Based on this popularity criteria,
the user or the System can add or remove telephone numbers
from the favorites list.

0093. The favorites list can be generated or populated in
a number of ways, both automatically and manually. For
example, the user can manually construct his favorites list
from his personal databases 310, from the enterprise data
bases 320, from the public databases 330, or all of the above.
The favorites list may populated with the other persons in
the user's department, group or team along with the user's
Supervisors to whom he reports. The user can add Still more
favoriteS as he desires.

0094. The favorites list may also be populated automati
cally. This automatic population of the favorites list can be
performed by an analysis of Virtually any database to which
the user has acceSS. For example, the favorites list may be
populated using the user's e-mail database. In this situation,

Sends e-mails to, receives e-mails from, or both and con

the user (through the ET user interface) or selected auto

matically. As another example, the ET user interface 200 can
have access to a list of calls recently made the user. Once
again, the top n numbers can be used to populate the
favorites list. It should be noted that the favorites list can be

populated from a Single list or database or multiple lists or
databases.

0095) Another type of automatic population (or pre
population) occurs at startup. At startup, the user typically
will not have a list of favorites and will need to populate the
favorites list. The ET user interface 200 includes an auto

matic customization feature that helps a user add telephone
numbers to the favorites list. As described above, this

automatic customization feature at Startup initially populates
the favorites list by an analysis of a database containing
telephone numbers, explicit user input, or both. By way of
example, in the enterprise Setting the favorites list may be
pre-populated at Start up based on the corporate organiza
tional structure available from the enterprise databases 320.
For example, the user's favorites list may include members
of his department including his immediate Supervisor. Once
the favorites list has been populated using the automatic
customization feature, the favorites list can be revised and

changed either automatically or manually as desired, as
described above.

0096). “Recently Called” Tab
0097. A Recently Called feature tab 540 also is included
in the ET user interface 200. This tab 540 allows a user to

access a list of recently-called telephone numbers made by
the user. The top n recently called telephone numbers can be
used to populate the recently called list. It should be noted
that the recently called list can be populated from a single
list or multiple lists.
0098) “Search” Tab
0099] The ET user interface 200 includes a search feature
tab 545 that provides a user with a rich searching experience.
By clicking the search tab 545, the user can interact with a
powerful search feature displayed by the ET user interface
200 that gives the user the capability to search all linked lists
and databases. The Search feature allows Searching based on

a number of different criteria (Such as first name, last name,

nickname, phone number, alias, building, department, office

number, etc.). The Search feature can perform the Search

within any of the linked lists or databases, the computing

device running ET user interface 200 (such as a client), or on
a backend server (such as the telephony server 215).
0100 FIG. 6 illustrates the search feature tab 535 con
tained in the My Contacts environment 500 shown in FIG.
5. In particular, in FIG. 6 the user has clicked on the search
feature tab 535 and entered a search query 600 into the
search box 560. Based on the query 600, the search feature
has returned several possible matches 610, with the highest
probable match being displayed first and the other displayed
in descending order. These possible matches 610 were
obtained by searching each all of the information 300
available to the ET user interface 200. The search feature
also includes visual cues that inform the user which data
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window 900 appears asking the user what number he would

the available databases can be used to inform the user which

like dialed. Moreover, if the user dials the call from the

database results were found. These results then are displayed
with accompanying icons representing the databases where

telephone, the ET user interface 200 displays an in-call

the results were found.

0101) “Outlook Contacts' Tab
0102) The “Outlook Contacts” tab 550 is a feature of the
ET user interface 200 that integrates all contacts contained
in Microsoft(E) Outlook. The Outlook contacts feature is

useful if the user interacts mainly with perSons outside the
company rather than inside the company. In this case, the

user frequently accesses his Outlook databases (within the
personal databases 310) rather than the enterprise databases

window (described below) and automatically recognizes the
number called (if the number is in the databases). Moreover,

the ET user interface 200 can bring up an address book or
the favorites list automatically whenever the user takes the
telephone off hook.
0109) The ET user interface 200 can be customized to
implement a company's dialing plan and policy for outgoing
calls. As a simple example, the company dialing plan may
require a "9 to reach an outside line. As a more complex
example, company policy may dictate that a long distance
certain carrier be used at Specific times of the day and

320. Multiple telephone numbers from Outlook are shown in
a pull-down menu within the ET user interface 200.
0103) “Dialpad” Tab
01.04] The “Dialpad” feature tab 555 of the ET user
interface 200 allows explicit dialing of a telephone number.
FIG. 7 illustrates the dialpad feature tab 555 contained in the
My Contacts environment 500 shown in FIG. 5. When the
user clicks on the “Dialpad” tab 555, a telephone dialpad
700 is displayed in the activity region 450. The user can use

200 will take care of all dialing policies and procedures. For
example, if the user does not know how to dial a foreign
country he simply enters the number and as the ET user
interface 200 to dial for him. As another example, when the

an input device (Such as a stylus or mouse) to enter a

200 takes care of all dialing protocols to place the call

telephone number in a text box 710 and click a Dial button
720 to dial the number. If the user makes a mistake entering
the telephone number, a Clear button 730 can be used to
erase the last number entered. The dialpad feature is useful

on a computing device (Such as a personal digital assistant
(PDA)) where the user may not have a keyboard and may

want to enter a number by tapping on the dialpad 700.
0105 Placing an Outgoing Call
0106 Placing an outgoing call in the ET user interface
200 will now be explained with reference to FIG.8. FIG.
8 illustrates the ET user interface 200 as an outgoing call is
initiated by a user. To place a call, the user clicks on a desired

number 800 (shown as the third contact 575). If the tele

phone 270 linked to the ET user interface 200 is a speak
erphone, the Speakerphone goes off hook and the user hears
the familiar telephone ringing Sound. In addition, if the
linked telephone 270 has a display, the number dialed is
displayed on the phone display along with the perSon being
called. It should be noted that although the perSon being

called was selected from the Favorites list (as shown in FIG.
5), the call could have been initiated by the user from any of

the other tabs in the “My Contacts” environment 500.
0107 FIG. 9 illustrates the ET user interface 200 during

after the call initiated in FIG. 8 has been established. A call

window 900 appears in the activity region 450 with the
callee information 575 being displayed at the top of the call
window. A notes area 910 is contained in the remainder to

of the call window 900, which allows the user to use the

notes feature discussed below. The call status region 430
indicates that the user is “On the Phone'920. In addition,

included in the environment button area is a hang-up button
930 that allows the user to terminate the call. In addition, the

call may be terminated using the Hang Up process in the
Call Control process region 520.
0108). The call window 900 may also appear by the user
picking up the telephone. When the ET user interface 200
receives input that the telephone is off the hook, the call

another be used otherwise. The ET user interface 200 can be

customized to implement a company's dialing policy auto
matically without continual user intervention. Thus, the user

can enter (either by cutting and pasting or directly from an
input device) a telephone number and the ET user interface

user is in a hotel and needs to dial out, the ET user interface

without the user intervention.

0110. Another feature of the ET user interface 200 is
advanced call “camp”. If the user is trying to call Someone
and the perSon is unavailable, the advanced call camp
feature notifies the user when the perSon becomes available
and offers to place the call. In addition, the ET user interface
200 can use the callee’s calendar to provide the user with the
best times to call such that the person will be available. For
example, the ET use interface 200 can monitor the messen
ger Status of the perSon or the perSon's keyboard to deter
mine when the perSon becomes available.
0111. Other features can be used in the ET user interface
200 because it runs on a powerful PC that is linked and has
access to a variety of databases. One Such feature is the Voice
command feature. For example, with Speech-to-text Soft
ware (voice recognition software), the ET user interface 200
can proceSS Voice commands from the user. Thus, the user
can vocally ask the System to call a certain perSon. For
contacts with the linked databases, there is no training
required. This is because the ET user interface 200 is linked
to certain databases (such as the enterprise databases 320
and the personal databases 310) and is already aware of the
contact being requested.
0112 Call Transfer and Conference Calling Processes
0113 Many telephones have the capability to transfer and
conference calls. However, many people Simply do not
know how to use them. That is why many times you hear
Someone at the other end of the line Say "if I lose you during
this transfer or while trying to Set up this conference call,
please call back.” The ET user interface 200 simplifies call
transfer and conference calling for the user.
0114 FIG. 10 illustrates the ET user interface 200 during
an establishment of a conference call by a user. In particular,
in order to establish the conference call the user clicks on a

conference button 1000, under the “Call Control” process
520 in the process region 440. Note also that the user has
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made notes 1010 in the notes area 900, in accordance with
the notes features discussed below. FIG. 11 illustrates the

ET user interface 200 providing the user with a choice of
contacts to conference in after the user request shown in
FIG. 10. This gives the user all the features tabs of the “My
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and is connected with the caller. The ET user interface 200

instructs the telephone to pick up (or go "off hook”). If the

telephone is a speakerphone, the ET user interface 200 also
instructs the telephone to go to Speakerphone mode Such that
the user can either talk using the Speakerphone or pick up the

Contacts” environment 500. In other words, the user can

handset. The call notification window 1410 also includes a

select contact from the Favorites tab 535, the Recently

quick transfer button 1430 discussed below. With the quick
transfer button 1430, the user is able to quickly transfer the
incoming call to an alternate telephone.
0118. The user also has a variety of options for the
incoming call. The user can Send an incoming call directly
to voice mail by clicking a “Send Directly to Voice Mail”

Called tab 540, the Outlook Contacts tab 550, or click the

Search tab 545 to perform a search or the Dialpad tab 555
to use the dialpad to call. Using one of these methods, a
perSon can be called and added to the conference call.
0115 ET user interface 200 also provides visual and
audio cues to the user regarding the Status of the call. FIG.
12 illustrates the cues used by the ET user interface 200 to
update the user on the Status of the conference call shown in
FIGS. 10 and 11. Specifically, the user selects a contact to
include in the conference call and clicks on his telephone

button (not shown) on the incoming call notification window

number 1200. As shown in FIG. 12, the contact is an

1410. Alternatively, this could be an option listed under the
quick transfer button 1430. Either way, when the user clicks
this option the ringing immediately stops and the caller is
Sent directly to Voice mail. In another alternate embodiment,
the ringing is Silenced but the caller does not go directly to

unknown contact 1210 having an entry. A Status window

Voice mail. Instead, the caller is Sent to voice mail after the

1220 appears notifying the user that the person Selected (the
unknown contact 1220) is being included in the conference
call. In addition to these visual cues, the telephone itself also
provides audio cues (such as hearing the telephone dial).

These audio cues provide the user with the capability to
recognize any errors that may arise during the calling
proceSS and intercede. For example, if a line is busy, then the
user can recognize that fact by hearing the busy tone and can
choose to dial another number where the contact may be
reached. The status window 1220 then informs the user to

click “OK”.1230 when the person answers. This conferences
the perSon into the conference call. If the perSon does not
answer, the user can click “Cancel'1240 to cancel the
conference call. FIG. 13 illustrates the ET user interface 200

during a conference call that includes two callers, namely,
the known caller 575 and unknown caller 1210.

0116. There are a number of other ways that the ET user
interface 200 allows a user to establish a conference call.

One way is by allowing the user to drag and drop a contact

from other user interfaces and applications (Such as an
Outlook contacts list) and conference in those persons.

Another way is that the user can right click on a contact and
select the line, “join conference call’. Still another way is
that the user can Select all people on a "To:" line from an
e-mail and right click on “conference call”. All of the
Selected people then are joined into a conference call.
Moreover, groups can be created So that the user need only
click on the group to establish a conference call including
everyone in the group. In Some embodiments of the ET user
interface 200, a synthetic voice or a recorded user voice is
used to inform each contact being called for the conference
call to wait until the entire conference call is established.

Incoming Call Features
0117 The ET user interface 200 notifies the user of
incoming calls both visually and audibly. FIG. 14 illustrates
the ET user interface 200 during an incoming call. Visually,
the user is notified on his desktop 1400 of the incoming call
by an incoming call notification window 1410. If caller
identification is available on the telephone network and the
telephone number is in any of the linked databases, the
window will include the entry of the caller 575 containing
contact information discussed above. If the user decides to

answer the call, he simply clicks the Answer button 1420

Set number rings, but the ringing is Silenced.
0119). In addition, the ET user interface 200 provides the
user with options when the user receives an incoming call
while in a call. The ET user interface 200 allows the user in

the call to Send an instant message or e-mail to the caller
notifying the caller that the user is on the phone and Send the
caller to voice mail. The Voice mail can be caller-specific,
whereby different Voice mail messages are used dependent
on the identity of the caller. For example, the user's Super
Visor and co-workers may get a more personalized voice
mail message while those less familiar to the user may get
leSS personalized and generic message.
0120) The ET user interface 200 also gives a user call
blocking options. The user may specify call blocking by
clicking on a “block number and Send to voice mail'.
Whenever the caller from the blocked number calls again,
the call is Sent directly to voice mail without ringing.
Alternatively, the user may choose to block calls completely
from that number, in which case the caller may hear a
message Stating that the user is no longer accepting calls
from their number.

0121) If the incoming caller is using the ET user interface
200, the caller can also receive alternatives to a busy Signal.
For example, if the caller tries to call the user but the user
is on the phone, a dialog box will appear in the caller's ET
user interface 200. The dialog box can give the caller a
variety of options, Such as leave a voice mail, Send an e-mail,
Send an instant message, notify me when the user is off the
phone, do nothing, just to name a few. If the “notify me
when the user is available' option is Selected, a dialog box
popS up on the caller's Screen when the user is available and
asks the caller if he would like to place a call to the user.
0.122 The user is also notified audibly of the incoming
call. This is accomplished using ring tones through speakers
of the PC. The PC has much richer speakers than a cell
phone or desk telephone and allow a greater variety of ring
tones. In addition, any Sound file can be used to indicate an
incoming call. The ET user interface 200 permits a user to
turn off the ringer on the telephone and have the ring of an
incoming call broadcast through the PC Speakers. The
advantage to this is that you can have a unique ring from
your neighbor because there is a wider variety of Sound files
to choose from for a PC than from a cellphone or telephone.
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0123 The ET user interface 200 also provides audio as
well as Visual caller identification through the use of caller
Specific ring tones. This means that the user can hear not
only that his phone is ringing, but hear who the call is from
based on the ring tone. The user then can decide whether to

received notification of an incoming call at his work office
and has activated the quick transfer button 1430 to ring the
incoming call at his home telephone number. The quick
transfer feature of the ET user interface provides flexibility
and lessens the chance that the user will miss important

answer the call. In another embodiment, the Sound file

calls.

identifying a caller can be in the caller's voice. By way of
example, a caller may identify himself in his own Voice as
“this is James calling”. Other embodiments of the ET user
interface include text-to-speech conversion Such that the
textual caller identification is read and converted into

Speech. In this manner, a Synthesized voice can announce
that the user has an “incoming call from James.”
0.124. The incoming call notification window 1410 can

also include the calendar of the person calling (not shown).
Based on the caller's calendar, the user may make different
decisions about answering the incoming call. For example,
if the user Sees from the caller's calendar that the caller has

free time now but is in meetings for the rest of the day, the
user may choose to answer the call. Similarly, if the user Sees
from the calendar that the caller is out of the office today, the
user can decide to answer the call because the caller may
need help with a matter. This additional information pro
Vided by the user's calendar aids the user in deciding
whether to answer the call.

0125 Quick Transfer Feature
0.126 Once a user is notified of an incoming call, the ET
user interface 200 provides the user the option of performing
a quick transfer. FIG. 15 illustrates the ET user interface 200
during a quick transfer of the incoming call shown in FIG.
14. Referring to FIGS. 14 and 15, the incoming call
notification window 1410 includes the quick transfer button
1430 labeled, “Transfer to:”. As shown in FIG. 15, the drop
down vertical list 1500 includes the choices, “cell phone”,
“home” and “Monica”. As noted above, the list 1500 may
also include the option to Send the caller directly to voice
mail or to Silence the ringing. This quick transfer feature can
be used to transfer an incoming call to a telephone near the
user when the user is away from the telephone being called.
By way of example, Suppose that the user is on the road and
has his wireless notebook computer (running the ET user
interface 200) and his cellular telephone. Back at his office
is the user's work computer is running ET user interface 200
and his desk phone. ASSume that an incoming call is
received from Someone calling the users office telephone.
As long as the user is connected to the network (Such as via
the wireless notebook computer), the user can use the quick
transfer feature to immediately transfer the incoming call to
the user's cell phone.
0127. The user pre-configures the ET user interface 200
with the telephone numbers of locations where the user may
be located. In addition, the calendar feature may be used to
automatically determine the location of the user (based on
his calendar) and add telephone numbers to the quick
transfer list based on the calendar. This automatic population
of the quick transfer list 1500 using calendar information
allows the user to transfer incoming calls to a telephone at
his present location. For example, if the user's calendar SayS
that he is in a meeting in a conference room from between
9 and 10 in the morning, the ET quick transfer list 1500
would include the telephone number of the conference room
during that time period. As shown in FIG. 15, the user has

0128 Call Forwarding Feature
0129. The ET user interface 200 provides a user access to
a call forwarding feature that forward calls to other tele
phones under certain conditions. These conditions can be
configured by the user. For example, the user may want all
incoming calls forwarded to his cellular phone every time
his computer is locked. Other call forwarding conditions
include: (a) forward all calls when the Screen Saver comes
on; (b) forward all calls when my presence status is set to
away or busy; and (c) forward all calls at certain times. For
example, on Tuesday and Thursday the user may telecom
mute, Such that all calls on those days are forwarded to her
home telephone. The call forwarding feature also can be
integrated with the calendar feature Such that the feature
recognizes from the calendar the location of the user at a
certain times of the day and forwards (or offers to forward)
all calls to a telephone at that location or to the user's cellular
phone.
0130. The ET user interface 200 also includes a “call
hunt” feature. If there is no answer at a first number, the call

hunt feature keeps trying different numbers in a "hunt
group” where the user may be found. The alternate numbers
in the hunt group can be provided by the user or automati
cally configured based on information from the linked
databaseS Such as calendar information. For example, if a
caller is trying to reach a user at the user's office but there
is no answer, the ET user interface 200 can attempt to reach
the user at alternate numbers, Such as the user's cell phone.
0131 Missed Call Feature
0.132. In the event that a user misses an incoming call, the
ET user interface 200 provides a missed call feature. Typi
cally, the missed call feature is activated when a call is
missed and the caller does not leave a voice mail message.
FIG. 16 illustrates an example of an e-mail notification 1600
sent by the ET user interface 200 notifying a user of a missed
call. The e-mail notification 1600 can be sent to any device
capable of receiving e-mail, Such as a computer or a cellular
phone. One aspect of the missed call feature is that the ET
user interface sends the e-mail notification 1600 to the user

setting forth the identity of the caller 1610, the time and date
of the missed call 1620 and contact information. For

example, as shown in FIG. 16, this contact information
includes the caller's telephone number 1630 and the caller's
e-mail address 1640. In addition, the e-mail notification
1600 includes instructions 1650 on how to turn off the e-mail
notification feature.

0133. The missed call e-mail notification 1600 can also
contain buttons providing contact functionality. These but
tons include a “call the missed caller back' button, an
"e-mail the missed caller' button, and “use instant messen

ger to contact the missed caller' button. The user need only
click any of these buttons to perform the desired action. The
missed call notification e-mail 1600 also can use the caller's

calendar information and present the caller's calendar. For
example, the e-mail can contain a notice that Says “you
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missed the caller, and here is her schedule for the day'. Her
calendar then is presented. The user then looks at the missed
caller's Schedule and decides the best time to return her call.
The missed call notification e-mail also can contain even

richer information, Such as the caller's picture. In addition,
the missed call notification e-mail 1600 can include the

Voice command feature Such that a user can Verbally com
mand the ET user interface 200 to contact the caller by any
available method.
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0138 Screen Sharing Feature
0.139. The screen sharing feature allows a user's com
puter to Send instructions to display visual data to the
computer attached to the caller's telephone. In other words,
Screen Sharing is enabled if the user and a caller are in a call
and if both callers are on the corporate network. There are
two implementations of the Screen Sharing feature. A first
implementation involves Sharing the contents of the user's
Screen one or more callers. As shown in FIG. 5, if the user

0134. In some situations the incoming caller may be
unknown. This can occur when the incoming caller's tele
phone number or other contact information cannot be found
in the linked databases. In this unknown caller situation, the
ET user interface 200 includes an unknown caller feature

is talking to a caller and wants to share his Screen, the user
clicks the “share your screen” button under the Collaborate
process 530. The caller then receives a message confirming
that this is approved by the caller. This establishes a Screen
Sharing Session between the user and caller. The Screen call
feature can be configured to share only a part of the Screen,
all of the Screen, or an application-specific part of the Screen

that can take a variety of actions. First, the unknown caller
feature can provide as much information as possible to the

(for example, the word-processing document open in a

user about the unknown caller. This can be done, for

window on the screen. When the call is terminated, the

example, by area code lookup or a Search of public Internet
Sites. In other words, the unknown caller feature can display
to the user the geographic region from where the call
originated, based on the area code. In addition, the unknown
caller feature can perform a Search of public Internet Sites to
find a name for the telephone number. This can include
Searching public telephone books and other public records.
0135 The e-mail notification is different in the situation
where the caller is unknown. FIG. 17 illustrates an example
of an e-mail notification for an unknown caller. The

unknown caller e-mail notification 1700 can be sent to any
device capable of receiving e-mail, Such as a computer or a
cellular phone. The ET user interface sends the unknown
caller e-mail notification 1700 to the user setting forth the
telephone number of the caller 1710, the time and the time
and date of the missed call 1720. In addition, the unknown

caller e-mail notification 1700 also includes geographic
information based on the caller's area code and the ability to
perform a search on public Internet sites 1740. The search is
performed on the public Internet sites 1740 to perform
reverse look-ups of telephone numbers. Moreover, the
unknown caller e-mail notification 1700 includes instruc
tions 1750 on how to turn off the e-mail notification feature.

0.136 The unknown caller feature also can intelligently
determine whether the unknown caller e-mail notification
should be Standard or customized. The Standard notification

is based on the caller's name or number. There may be cases,
however, when the name or number is not important, but, for
example, the position of the person calling is important. For
example, if a caller dials a corporation's main number and
talks with an operator who then transferS the call, the
Standard e-mail notification would identify the caller as the
company operator. In this situation, the operator's position is
more important that the operator's name or number, and a
customized e-mail notification would be sent. The ET user

interface 200 can use linked databases (such as the enter
prise database) to decide whether to send Standard or custom
e-mail notification.
In-Call Features

0137) The ET user interface 200 provides can display
Several features and processes to a user during the initial
Stages of a telephone call and during the call.

Screen-sharing Session is automatically discontinued and all
windows associated with the call and Session are automati

cally cleaned up.
0140. A second implementation of the screen sharing
feature is a Screen call feature. The Screen call feature allows
a user to call a busineSS and to receive from the business a

web page or other visual data associated with the business.
The busineSS has previously programmed its computer to
Send all callers its web page or other visual data. The Screen
call feature merges audio features of the telephone and PC
with the visual features of the PC to provide information in
a busineSS Setting. For example, assume that the user calls
his favorite restaurant. While the user is on hold, the Screen

call feature can bring up the restaurants web page, menu or
available reservations, So that the user can browse this

information while on the phone. Moreover, depending on its
product or Services, a business could provide information to
the user via Screen sharing Such as a list of frequently asked
questions, a movie listing, and a pricing list, just to name a
few. The Screen call feature also may be used to ease the
burden of phone menu trees that require a user to Select an
option numerous times to get to the desired option. Using the
Screen call feature, the busineSS could share its phone menu
tree, thereby allowing the user to click on the menu tree for
the desired option and letting the ET user interface 200
handle the task of reaching that option.
0.141. In addition, the ET user interface 200 includes an
easy transfer feature that sends a file while in the call. This
easy transfer feature shares multiple copies of the file while
in a call with whomever the user chooses. By way of
example, if the user is in a conference call with three other
callers and they are discussing a document that the other
three do not have, the user can click the easy transfer button
and a copies of the document appears on the desktop of each
of the three callers.

0142. PC Audio Feature
0143. The ET user interface 200 can adjust parameters on
the PC based on the user's telephone usage. This is made
possible by the fact that the ET user interface 200 is aware
of the telephone and can act intelligently accordingly. Thus,
the moment the ET user interface 200 knows what the phone
is doing the ET user interface 200 can adjust certain param
eters on the PC. For example, when the user picks up the
telephone the audio on the PC is affected. This means that
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the audio on the PC may be muted or lowered, as desired by
the user. In addition, the PC shows a visual indication that

the Volume has been affected. For example, the Volume icon
displayed on the Screen may shown that the audio has been
muted. Alternatively, a message may be displayed that the
audio has been muted or turned down.

0144. If the user is listening to music when a call is
received or placed, the audio can be muted upon initiation of
the call. In addition, the PC can pause the music at that
location instead of turning the music off and forcing the user
to listen to the beginning of a Song upon termination of the
telephone call. If the telephone call is, for example, a voice
over IP (VOIP) call, the PC will sense this and act accord
ingly by Switching the Speakers from the audio to the
telephone call and activating the microphone.
0145 An alternate embodiment includes automatically
lower the audio instead of muting it. In other words, upon
receipt of initiation of a call, the audio is slowly lowered and
then muted, while the music is paused. Upon call termina
tion, the music is unpaused and then the audio Volume is
raised from mute to the previous level before the telephone
call. This embodiment avoids the situations where the user

has his audio on at a high Volume, takes a phone call, and
then upon termination of the call the audio returns to its high
Volume, thereby startling the user.
0146) Notes Feature
0147 The notes features of the ET user interface 200
provides Support the user while in a call, while making a
call, and while receiving a call. Referring to FIGS. 9 and 10,

during the call, can take notes (such as action items) in the

notes area 910. The user can take notes during the call and
the notes will become part of the call history. In this manner,
any notes made during a call are associated with the call. The
notes can be any type of notes, Such as text notes or Tablet
PC format. In addition, these notes can be stored and

indexed. This allows the user to Search the notes using the
Search feature described above.

0.148. The notes features also can intelligently create
headers and associations for the notes made during the call.
These headers and associations can be automatically gener
ated from data available to the ET user interface 200, Such

as Outlook calendar data. For example, if the user has a
meeting request in her calendar during the period that a call
is placed or received, the notes feature looks to the Outlook
calendar data to see what is Scheduled. If, for example, there
is Scheduled a meeting to discuss a Sale of a product, this
data can be used to create a header for any notes created
during the call, where the header States that the notes related
to the sale. The notes feature attempts to match the call with
the calendar items using, for example, caller identification,
a meeting identification, or attempts to match the informa
tion between the calendar and the call. If a match is detected,

the notes feature associated the notes created during the call
with the meeting. In addition, this calendar data can be used
to create note headers and Such.

0149 Event History Feature
0150. The ET user interface 200 also can display an event
history associated with one or more callers. This event
history can be displayed for both incoming and outgoing
calls to a particular caller for whom the user has had prior
contact. The event history contains events Such as appoint
ments, prior telephone conversations, e-mails, notes and
documents associated with a caller. The events are associ
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ated with the caller at the time of a call, and when the caller

calls again, links to the events are displayed in the ET user
interface 200. The event history can be displayed for a caller
in the incoming call notification window and when the user
is placing an outgoing call. Through the ET user interface
200, the user also can manually edit the event history to
make it more useful.

0151. By way of example, assume that a user receives a
call from a caller with whom the user has had previous
conversions. Further assume that the user and caller have

previously discussed a certain document, which the user has
opened during the course previous telephone conversations.
These document may be, for example, a word processing or
a spreadsheet document. The event history feature has
previously linked that document with the caller and his
previous telephone calls to and from the user. When a call is
received from the caller, the incoming call notification
window includes a listing of the document associated with
the caller, and includes a link to the documents to enable the
user to quickly open the document while answering the call.
In other words, when a call is placed or received from the
Same caller at a later time, the event history feature remem
bers the events associated with the caller and the ET user
interface 200 provides a list of those events during incoming
or outgoing calls to the caller.
0152.) Other Uses of the Telephone
0153. The ET user interface 200 allows a telephone to be
used in other less traditional ways. For example, the ET user
interface 200 can be used to provide wake-up calls or
meetings reminders for the user. The user would simply
enter into the ET user interface the times she wanted her

phone to ring to be reminded of Something or awakened. At
the prescribed time, the telephone is directed to ring and the
a reminder or wake-up call is provided. Moreover, the

telephone can be used as an intercom (such as between
offices). A user requests to intercom another person and an

intercom request is Sent to the perSon. The person's ET user
interface 200 receives the intercom request and instantly
takes the person's telephone “off hook”. The user and the
person then are connected in an intercom Setting.
0154) “My Call History” Environment
0155 The My Call History environment 515 provides a
user with access to a history of all call activity within a
previous period of time. In its basic form, the call history
feature tracks all incoming and outgoing calls, including the
length of call, participants, when and where the call
occurred. Richer versions of the call history feature also
include notes associated with the calls. The call history also
can include an event history for each call, containing events
asSociated with a particular caller. Other versions of the call
history feature include tracking of all transferred, forwarded
and missed calls, including a message that an e-mail was

sent notifying the user of any missed calls). The call history

feature can be configured to display information for multiple
phones, Such as a work phone, home phone, and cellphone.
Moreover, the call history feature contains the capability to
dial directly. In other words, while viewing the call history
in the ET user interface 200, a user need only click on a
telephone number to initiate a call to that perSon.
0156 The call history feature can include a statistical
Summary of call usage. This Statistical Summary provides a
Succinct digest of a user's telephone behavior over a certain
time period. For example, the Statistical Summary may
inform the user of the number of calls he made today and the
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average number of minutes per call, and the average number
of minutes spent on the telephone during the day or week.
In addition, the Statistical Summary can provide reports
chronicling a user's time spent on the phone for each day,
each month, or Some other time period. The call history
feature can be configured to automatically remove call
history logs and information after a specified time period.
The time period may be determined, for example, by a
company's retention policy.
0157 FIG. 18 illustrates an example of the Call History
environment 515. A call history log 1800 is displayed in the
activity region 450. This log 1800 contains a list of all
incoming and outgoing calls as well as a preview of any
notes that were taken during the call. If the user double
clicks on an entry in the log 1800, a window is opened

time; (b) prefer e-mail, but call if it is important; (c) please
do not call; (d) Send e-mail or stop by. These are merely

detailing the basic information (Such as data/time of the call,
caller, telephone number) and all the notes. Processes 1810

450.

for modifying the log 1800 are shown in the process region
440. In particular, the processes 1810 include deleting
individual log entries, delete all log entries, View Selected
log entries, and export the call history. Other processes may
be added depending on the needs to the individual or
enterprise.
My Telephones Environment
0158. The My Telephones environment 510 allows a user
to identify, configure and manage the telephones in com
munication with the ET user interface 200. Identification and

configuration Such that the telephones will communicate
with the ET user interface 200 can be performed manually
or automatically. Automatic identification and configuration
is performed based on the linked databases. The My Tele
phones environment 510 also provides status information
regarding telephone and network connectivity.
Bestcom Environment

0159. The Bestcom environment 505 is a communication
preferences environment that provides a user with a means
to configure and communicate to others the user's preferred

modality of being contacted. In other words, the Bestcom (or
communications preferences) environment 505 uses rules to

route calls. These rules allow a call to be forwarded to a

number based on a certain condition. For example, the user
may state that his communications preferences are to have

all calls forwarded to a certain number (Such as his home
phone) whenever his computer is locked. In addition, com

munication preferences of the use can be configured and
communicated to others. For example, if a user prefers to be
contacted by e-mail, this can be communicated to others

through the ET user interface 200 (such as using an icon or
text message). The communications preference environment

505 allows the user to notify potential callers of the way in
which the user prefers to be contacted, thus improving the
chances of contacting each other.
0160 The ET user interface 200 serves as a means to
collect and disseminate the user's communication prefer
ences. The way these preferences are communicated include
in the contact information, Such as next to the perSon's
telephone number and picture, and a communication pref
erences icon of Some common States Such as, for example,
do not telephone, prefer e-mail, and please call. Because
they are located in the contact information, these commu
nication preferences would show up to a user Searching for
SOCOC.

0.161 AS an example, a user could set her communication
preferences to certain settings Such as: (a) please call any

examples of the multitude of Settings that are available to
convey the user's preferences. In addition, there could be
other variations and dimensions to these communication
preferences Settings. For example, the Settings may be based
on the date, the time of day, the caller, and the user's
presence Status, to name a few.
0162 FIG. 19 illustrates the settings process in the
Bestcom or communication preferences environment 505 of
the ET user interface 200. The process region 440 includes
the Bestcom Settings process 1900, which allows the user to
Set communications and call forwarding preferences. AS
shown in FIG. 17, the user interface options for the Bestcom
Settings process 1900 are displayed in the activity region

0163. In particular, the Bestcom Settings process 1900
allows the user to use the basic settings 1910 configured by
the user. The user has the option of a Do Not Disturb status
1920, which sends all incoming calls directly to voice mail.
In this example, the user has configured the Settings Such
that an incoming call is forwarded to her cell phone 1930.
This is performed only when the computer is locked 1940.
Other settings are possible, as shown in FIG. 19. For
example, the user can forward all calls to her cell phone. In
addition, the PC can have a connected microphone that
distinguishes between Voices or a camera connected to the
PC running face recognition Software that detects other

people in the room (other than the user). If the PC detects
more than one person in the room or otherwise determines
that there are persons other than the user in the room (either
through audio or visual means), then the PC can automati
cally configure the Settings to Send all incoming calls to
Voice mail. Moreover, the Settings can include a “break
through' list that allows call from certain people to get
through. For example, a user may not want to be disturbed
unless an incoming call is from a manager or a spouse.
0164. The Bestcom environment 505 also allows remote
notification and modification of Settings. For example, the
user can request by e-mail the current Settings of the ET user
interface. Once received, the user may decide to modify the
Settings. The modified Settings can be e-mailed back to the
ET user interface and applied.
0.165. The foregoing description of the invention has been
presented for the purposes of illustration and description. It
is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to

the precise form disclosed. Many modifications and varia
tions are possible in light of the above teaching. It is
intended that the scope of the invention be limited not by this
detailed description of the invention, but rather by the claims
appended hereto.
What is claimed is:

1. An enhanced telephony computer user interface resid
ing on a display device of a computing device, comprising
a plurality of environments containing processes and fea
tures for controlling and managing a telephone in network
communication with the computing device and linked to a
plurality of databases Such that the user interface reacts
intelligently to telephone events.
2. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 1, wherein one the features further comprises a

personal computer (PC) audio feature that affects audio on
the computing device when the telephone is taken off hook.
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3. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 2, wherein the audio further comprises an audio level
that is automatically altered whenever the telephone is taken

off hook by one of: (a) muting the audio level; (b) lowering
the audio level.

4. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 1, wherein one of the features further comprises a
presence Status that is visually displayed in the user interface
and indicates that the user is on the telephone whenever the
user takes the telephone off hook.
5. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 1, wherein one of the features further comprises a
favorites list feature that is displayed whenever the user
takes the telephone off hook.
6. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 1, wherein one of the features further comprises a
click-to-call feature that enables a user to initiate contact

with a contact by clicking on the contact's name or contact
information.

7. The enhanced telephony computer user interface of
claim 6, wherein the contact information is at least one of:

(a) a telephone number; (b) an e-mail address; (c) an instant

messenger address.
8. Agraphical user interface displayed on a display device
for controlling and managing a telephone from a computing
device, comprising:
an environment region that allow a Selection of different
environments containing available processes and fea
tures that provide control and management of the
telephone,
a proceSS region that displays the available processes and
allows a user to Select from the available processes, and
an activity region that displays the available features and
allows the user to select from the available features;
and

contact information about a person that is populated from
a plurality of databases linked to the computing device
and integrated into a single entry about the contact that
then can be displayed in the different environments.
9. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,

wherein the linked databases include: (a) Outlook databases;
(b) corporate databases; (c) customized lists; (d) backend
Server databases; (e) client databases.
10. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,
wherein the contact information further comprises a pres
ence Status indicator that indicates an availability Status of
the perSon.
11. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 10,
wherein the presence Status contains different levels depend
ing on a relationship between the perSon and the user.
12. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the contact information further comprises access to
a perSon's calendar containing Scheduling information Such
that the user can determine when the perSon is available to
receive a telephone call.
13. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the contact information further comprises a map
feature that provides a map to the perSon's physical location.
14. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the Selection of different environments comprises a
My Contacts environment that allows the user to manage
telephone calls and the contact information.
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15. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 14,
wherein the available features include a favorites feature that

displays the user's most popular contacts to call.
16. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 15,
wherein the favorites list is automatically populated from at

least one of: (a) data about the user's e-mail activity; (b) a

user's calendar information.

17. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 9,
wherein the available features includes a Search feature that

performs a Search using the linked databases.
18. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,
further comprising a call window within the activity region
having the contact information displayed therein that is
activated by the user when a telephone call is initiated.
19. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 18,
wherein the telephone call is initiated by the user clicking on
a telephone number contained in the contact information.
20. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 18,
wherein the call window further comprises a notes area that
allows the user to takes notes during the telephone call.
21. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the available processes further comprise a call
conference process that facilitates the establishment of a
conference call.

22. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 21,
wherein the conference call may be established by any one

of the following actions: (a) dragging and dropping contact
information of a person from other user interfaces and

applications into a conference call area; (b) pointing to a
the option to join the conference call; (c) Selecting persons
contained on a "To:" line of an e-mail, right clicking, and
Selecting the option to join the conference call; (d) clicking
perSon's contact information, right clicking, and Selecting

on a name of a group Such that those names contained in the
group are made part of the conference call.
23. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
further comprising an incoming call notification window
that informs the user of an incoming call.
24. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 23,
wherein the incoming call notification window further com
prises the contact information.
25. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 24,
wherein the contact information includes an incoming call
er's calendar information.

26. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 23,
wherein the incoming call notification window further com
prises a quick transfer button that allows the user to transfer
the incoming call to an alternate telephone.
27. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 23,
wherein the user is notified of the incoming call using ring

tones played through at least one of: (a) speakers connected
to the computing device; (b) headphones connected to the

computing device.
28. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 27,
wherein the ring tones are Sound files playable on the
computing device.
29. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 23,
wherein the call notification window further comprises a list
of event history information associated with prior user
conversations with the perSon.
30. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 29,
wherein the event history information includes at least one

of: (a) documents; (b) e-mails; (c) notes from previous calls.
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31. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the available features includes a call forwarding
feature that allows the user to forward incoming telephone
calls to other telephones based on conditions Specified by the
USC.

32. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 10,

wherein the conditions include at least one of: (a) forward
calls when the computing device is locked; (b) forward calls
when a Screen Saver is active on the display device; (c)
forward calls when the presence status is set to busy; (d)
forward calls when the presence status is set to away; (e)
forward calls during certain times, as Specified by the user.
33. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,
further comprising a missed call notification that informs the
user an incoming call has gone unanswered.
34. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 33,
wherein an e-mail notification is Sent to the user notifying
the user that that of a missed call.

35. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 34,
wherein the e-mail notification contains contact information
for the missed caller.

36. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 35,
wherein the contact information includes a button that the
user can click to initiate a call to the missed caller.

37. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 35,
wherein the contact information further comprises calendar
information for the missed caller.

38. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,
wherein the available processes further comprise a Screen
Sharing process that facilitates Sharing contents of the dis
play device between the user and a caller.
39. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 38,
wherein the available features further comprise a PC audio
feature that adjusts parameters on the computing device
based on the user's telephone usage.
40. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 39,
wherein adjusting parameters further comprises decreasing a
Volume of audio device connected to the computing device
when the telephone is in use.
41. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 40,
wherein adjusting parameters further comprises muting a
Volume and pausing a playing of an audio device connected
to the computing device when decreasing a Volume of audio
device connected to the computing device when the tele
phone is in use and restoring the Volume and resuming play
of the audio device upon termination of the use.
42. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the available features further comprise notes feature
that creates headers for notes made during a telephone call.
43. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 41,
wherein the headers are made using the linked databases.
44. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 8,
wherein the Selection of different environments comprises a
My Call History environment that provides the user with a
history of telephone call events.
45. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 44,
wherein the history of telephone call events further com
prises at least one of: (a) incoming calls; (b) missed calls; (c)
outgoing calls; (d) forwarded calls.
46. The graphical user interface as Set forth in claim 45,
wherein the history of telephone call events further com
prises a Statistical Summary of call usage.
47. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 8,
wherein the Selection of different environments comprises a
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communications preferences environment that provides the
user with a means to configure and communicate to others
the user's preferred modality of contact.
48. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 47,
wherein the available processes of the communications
preferences environment further comprises a Settings pro
ceSS that allows the user to Set call forwarding rules and
preferences.
49. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 47,
wherein the available processes of the communications
preferences environment further comprises a group manager
process that allows the user to create groups and Specify
group-specific rules pertaining to call forwarding.
50. The graphical user interface as set forth in claim 49,
wherein the group-specific rules are based at least in part on
the calendar information of each perSon belonging to the
grOup.

51. In a computer System having an enhanced user inter
face residing on a computing device including a display
device and an input device, a method for facilitating, man
aging and controlling incoming calls from a telephone in
network communication with the computing device, com
prising:
detecting an incoming call to the telephone,
displaying an incoming call notification window on the
display device to provide Visual notification of the
incoming call; and
providing audible notification of the incoming call
through the telephone and an audio device connected to
the computing device.
52. The method as set forth in claim 51, wherein the audio

device is at least one of: (a) speakers; (b) headphones.

53. The method as set forth in claim 51, wherein the

telephone is a Speakerphone and further comprising taking
the Speakerphone off hook based on the incoming call.

54. The method as set forth in claim 51, wherein the

incoming call notification window further comprises dis

playing at least one of the following caller information: (a)
caller title; (b) caller picture; (c) caller's calendar; (d)
information about the caller from linked databases; (e)
caller's presence status, (f) caller's instant messenger status;
(g) a time Zone the caller is calling from.
55. The method as set forth in claim 51, wherein the

incoming call notification window further comprises dis
playing a quick transfer button for the user to transfer the
incoming call to a location different from the telephone.
56. The method as set forth in claim 55, further compris
ing clicking the quick transfer button to display options of
where to transfer the incoming call.
57. The method as set forth in claim 56, wherein one of

the options further comprises transferring the incoming call
to Voice mail.

58. The method as set forth in claim 56, further compris
ing automatically populating the options using calendar
information for the user.

59. The method as set forth in claim 51, further compris
ing:
obtaining a telephone number of the incoming call;
asSociating the telephone number with a textual identity
of an incoming caller;
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converting the textual identity into a Sound file represent
ing the incoming caller's identity; and
announcing the incoming caller's identity using the Sound
file.

60. The method as set forth in claim 59, wherein the Sound

file contains a Synthesized Voice.
61. The method as set forth in claim 51, further compris
ing Sending a missed call notification by e-mail to a user as
a notification that the incoming call was missed.

62. The method as set forth in claim 61, wherein an

unknown caller is placing the incoming call and further
comprising obtaining geographic information about an iden
tity of the unknown caller based on an area code from which
the unknown caller is calling.
63. The method as set forth in claim 61, wherein an

unknown caller is placing the incoming call and further
comprising performing an Internet Search to match an tele
phone number of the incoming call to a name to determine
the incoming caller's identity.
64. The method as set forth in claim 61, wherein the

e-mail notification identifies a caller's position within an
enterprise.
65. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the method recited in
claim 51.

66. In a computer System having an enhanced user inter
face residing on a computing device including a display
device and an input device, a method for facilitating, man
aging and controlling Outgoing calls from a telephone in
network communication with the computing device, com
prising:
causing the telephone to dial a telephone number and
establish a call;

displaying an in-call window containing a notes area Such
that a user can make notes within the user interface

while in the call; and

asSociating the notes with a caller in the call Such that
when the caller calls again the notes will automatically
be listed along with the caller's contact information.
67. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing Sending an instant message from the user interface while
in the call.

68. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing creating headers for the notes using linked databases.
69. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing Sending a file from the user interface to the caller while
in the call.

70. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing Sharing a contents of a user's display device with the
caller while in the call.

71. The method as set forth in claim 70, further compris
ing Sharing a portion of the contents of the display device.
72. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing merging audio features of the telephone and the com
puting device with visual features of the user interface to
provide a Screen call that displays information from the
caller in the user interface.

73. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
Ing:

determining that the caller at the telephone number dialed
is unavailable; and

notifying a user when the user becomes available.
74. The method as set forth in claim 73, wherein deter

mining that the caller is unavailable further comprises

examining at least one of: (a) the caller's calendar; (b) the

caller's presence Status.
75. The method as set forth in claim 6, further comprising
accessing a favorites list and clicking on the telephone
number to initiate the call.

76. The method as set forth in claim 75, further compris
ing populating the favorites list based on information from
linked databases.

77. The method as set forth in claim 76, further compris
ing populating the favorites list based on a corporate orga
nizational Structure.

78. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
Ing:

configuring a user's preferences concerning the user's
preferred modality of contact; and
conveying the user's preferences to others.
79. The method as set forth in claim 78, wherein convey
ing the user's preferences to others further comprises dis

playing at least one of: (a) an icon illustrating the user's

preferences, a textual message Stating the user's preferences.
80. The method as set forth in claim 66, wherein causing
the telephone to dial a telephone number and establish a call
further comprises:
giving a voice command to the computing device con
taining the telephone number; and
processing the Voice command.
81. The method as set forth in claim 66, wherein causing
the telephone to dial a telephone number further comprises
establishing a conference call.
82. The method as set forth in claim 66, wherein estab

lishing a conference call further comprises performing at

least one of: (a) dragging and dropping contacts within the
user interface; (b) selecting desired contacts and right click
ing an input device to highlight a conference call option; (c)
Selecting the desired contacts from an e-mail "To:" line and
right clicking the input device to highlight a conference call
option.
83. The method as set forth in claim 66, wherein causing
the telephone to dial a telephone number further comprises
establishing an intercom call.
84. The method as set forth in claim 66, further compris
ing:
Specifying a time to ring the telephone; and
causing the telephone to ring at the Specified time to Serve

as at least one of: (a) a wake-up call; (b) a reminder call.
85. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the method recited in
claim 66.

